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The term « police photography » -often used in recent publications -is therefore misleading because the portraits taken between the 1840s and the 1860s, at prisons or at the request of a judge or public prosecutor, were not intended for the use of the police in the first place. Further, when most of the « rogues galleries » were established after 1870, they were not implemented by'the'police, but by (or at least according to the needs of) the criminal police. These collections were used to identify a criminal who had recently committed a crime. To serve this need, most photographic files were classified by crime, thus reflecting the contemporary criminological conviction that most criminals would adhere to their type of criminal behaviour. Finally, in practice, most apprehensions after the 1870s were and remained due to conventional means of detection, although many criminal police departments issued figures of successful identifications by photographs 3 . If portraits of criminals provided a means of investigating the facial features of individuals, there is no evidence that they were scrutinised by the police with any specialised method (e.g. physiognomy) 4 . The approach of the police seems to have been purely empirical. Detectives and senior police officers rarely reflected on the practice of photography before the turn of the century. They probably used police photographs just as they used their own pictures : as a memory aid in the broadest sense 5 . The search for distinguishing details, the minute clues and intriguing trace typical of scientific police work, was not yet common when the police started to use photographs. Neither were photographs essential for the classification of records. What, then, were photographs used for by the police before the « scientific turn » of policing, which came after criminalinvestigation departments were formed within police forces from the late 1870s onwards ? How and why were photographs, which represented a method of identification based on everyday experience and not on scientific principles (as Bertillon's anthropometric system claimed to be), integrated into the system of knowledge of the law-enforcement agencies 6 ? 3 Recent historical inquiry suggests the strong influence of medical and anthropological thinking on the form, function and use of judicial photography. The history of « police photography » has been written either as a linear development from the 1850s on or as part of the history of the repressive institutions of the state culminating, in the 1890s, in a universal system of registration, classification, and identification 7 . The question of why photography was applied comparatively late as an instrument of the criminal police was never raised. Was photography, when applied, really a « means of surveillance » (John Tagg) 8 ? And if so, who and what was surveyed and how ? Is photography part of a Foucauldian panopticon : a means of grouping, making visible, and disciplining offenders ? If so, again the question arises : why was it first employed as late as the 1870s, when the disciplinary apparatus was firmly established 9 ? Surely the introduction of the image into the dossiers can be seen as an important step towards the completion of the system. It improved the chances of identification, to a certain extent, and it was a form of symbolic apprehension of a person. However this should not be overemphasised because, in a different context, a published image of a wanted person stresses exactly the opposite : the evasion by this very person of the institutions of discipline and control. Further, the coincidence of photographic experiments in anthropology, medicine and prison/police should not be overstressed 10 . The issue at stake here is whether the practice in the law-enforcement agencies was not more -and mainly -structured by the general discourse on photography. It is well worth recalling that the common photographic portrait was a sign of respectability, and the arrangements in the studios represented, or hinted at, a respectable environment. Other forms of portraiture, such as anthropological studies or images of « savages », artisans or farmers, were either intended as scientific materials or historical documents, or formed part of artistic compositions. Here, the individuality of the human subjects was of secondary importance. When an institution of the state used portraits, individuality was exactly what was needed. This resulted in a tension between the social function of portrait photography as a proof of respectability and its administrative function, as a means of recording, identifying, and detecting. Hence, the criticism of the 1850s and 1860s of the use of portrait photography to identify and detect criminals is revealing (see below) because, as long as the photographs of criminals were taken by commercial photographers -which was common practice until the early 1890s -, there was very little to distinguish a portrait of a criminal from one of a respectable citizen. This does not imply that portraits were never scrutinised with the application of physiognomic theories -this surely happened -but there was nothing decisively different in the staging of the sitters. Consequently, every portrait not only represented a person, but was a potential means of detection as well, a conclusion which was, for many at least, uncomfortable to draw. Christian Phéline took this into consideration in his detailed study of French police photography 11 . However he concentrates on France and Bertillon, and the structural similarities between medical, anthropological, and police photography which merged in Bertillon's scientific thought. Thus, the use of photography for law enforcement is systematised into a period before and after Bertillon, thereby evoking the idea of an inevitable, slow, but linear, development.
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It is important to note that, only after Alphonse Bertillon redefined the use and function of photography and criminologists « discovered » its power as a means of scientific verification of their theories, did the mode of photographing offenders alter. The discourse which reshaped judicial photography changed by converging scientific, criminal, anthropological and medical photography into a universal instrument to construct and distinguish images of normal and aberrant people 12 . However, in practice, photography in prisons and in the service of the police remained what it had been even after the redefinition of its function in the late 1880s and 1890s. The differences in the concepts and use of photography in the prisons and in the service of the police are therefore highlighted in the following paragraphs. The investigation of emerging criminology has obscured the fact that Cesare Lombroso or Francis Galton used already existing images to support their arguments. The pictures were not taken according to criminological theories but integrated into a new framework of interpretation 13 . The photographic evidence used by Lombroso or Galton was ambiguous and as much open to criticism as the other conclusions of both criminologists 14 .
5
Although the police's use of photography grew in the last quarter of the nineteenth century, the motives and developments need to be reconsidered. The development of photography within the penal institutions and, especially within the police, is marked by a constant struggle to establish specific patterns of interpretation against a very strong and often prevailing commonsensical practice of taking and looking at photographs. Drawing from Swiss, English, French, and German sources, the contingent use of photographs in the penal system is presented as its main feature. The advocates of judicial photography developed their respective approaches independently. The following examples show who began to experiment with photography and why. For analytical purposes, three periods of implementation can be distinguished : an experimental period up to the years around 1870, followed by a period in which photography was adopted by the newly established criminal police forces 15 , and a period marked by the general reconstruction of judicial photography in the early 1890s.
I. First experiments : prison and courts 6
In the mid-nineteenth century, there was hesitation, reservation or even ignorance about the use of photographic portraits to record and detect criminals (for many people in the 1850s, photography was still new and uncommon). Interest in and experiments with photography in prisons and courts were exceptional and have to be analysed with due care. The use of the modern technique of recording was justified by personal scientific interest and/or by the importance of the aim. The scheme of the Swiss Attorney General, Jacob Amiet, in 1852 and the experiments of English prison governors in the early 1850s illustrate the importance of these motives.
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In October 1852, Amiet had commissioned the photographer, Carl Durheim, to take pictures of every vagrant arrested and brought to Bern for questioning 16 . The sitter, partly in new clothes provided by the prison -thus giving the sitter the air of a farmer 17 and integrating the person symbolically into the aspired social order (Fig. 1 ) -was arranged just like any other client of the photographer. The images were intended as a supplement to the files and as a means of identifying vagrants when they were apprehended again. Lithographic copies of the images were distributed to the police forces throughout the Swiss cantons. Amiet's scheme served to enforce a Swiss law of 1850 to solve the « old » problem of vagrancy and to force vagrants to settle 18 . It was never designed to be a new general means of fighting crime and criminals, and it did not inspire other European governments to do the same 19 . Amiet's goal was clear : to collect as much knowledge about vagrants as possible and to obstruct their mobility. Furthermore, the images provided a means of inquiry into the nature of the vagrants as a group. One could investigate the pictures for « common features » among vagrants and look for physiognomic clues. However, it is not known whether the scheme was successful, and by 1854 the experiment was discontinued 20 .
9
What Amiet had introduced was a single exceptional measure against a certain group of people living on the fringes of the social order. These people were seen as a danger to the fragile Swiss Republic, which had suffered a civil war in 1847 (Sonderbundskrieg) followed by a new constitution in 1848. Similar to developments in other European countries, the Swiss government was very sensitive with regard to the free movement of portions of its population in the early 1850s. Amiet's zeal and open-minded approach to technological development, together with the political circumstances, made the experiment possible and explain why it was discontinued a couple of years later when these circumstances had changed. , the head of Bristol Goal, Gardener, mentioned that he had begun to take photographs of prisoners in 1852
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. He was an amateur photographer and took the pictures himself using a stereoscopic camera. Stereoscopic images, when looked at with a special viewer, produced the illusion of three dimensions. He applied it only to certain groups of prisoners, such as railway thieves and'strangers to the city'. As in Switzerland, photographs were used to make a record of mobile people not known to the local police forces. Sir W. Croften testified to the same committee that prisoners, especially « penal servitude men », in every Irish prison were photographed. To both Croften and Gardener, . All the proposals made in the 1850s and 1860s had no impact on the police or the prison administration 27 . The discourse on photography was still without links to the discourse on the penal system. Moreau-Christophe had published his ideas in a photographic journal and, as the answer of the Ministry of the Interior shows, photographing prisoners was not seen as a means of recording, but as a punishment. Perhaps the conviction prevailed in the Ministry that it was rather a degradation of a bourgeois practice which relied on a free decision and implied equal rights on both sides : photographer and sitter. Equally, when the application of photography to record vagrants in Switzerland was discussed in Britain in the early 1850s, a gentleman concluded in a letter to the editor of the journal Notes & Queries :
in short, apart from the uncertainty of recognition... it will bring the art [of photography] into disgrace, and people's friends will inquire delicately where it was done, when they show their lively effigies. It may also mislead by a sharp rogue's adroitness ; and I question very much the legality 28 . 12 The idea of degrading photography by using it for police purposes was also expressed in a poem published in Punch in 1853
29
. Uneasiness about the prospect of confounding a respectable person with a criminal by using photographs was not restricted to English gentlemen (an uneasiness which cannot be found in the debate on photographs of the mentally insane discussed in the same period). More than ten years later, the Prussian jurist, Karl Theodor Odebrecht, although an advocate of the introduction of photography into the court rooms, voiced a similar concern 30 . 13 In the English, French and Swiss cases, the initiative to introduce photography as a means of identification came from men confronted with practical problems of prison administration. Technologically open-minded men like Amiet, amateur photographers, such as the authors of La Lumière, or prison officials like Gardener tried to find solutions to the problem. Their common aim was to introduce scientific methods into prison administration and to obtain a new kind of knowledge about certain types of offenders. Ideally, the photographic portraits served as a part of the offenders'biography and as a mechanism to extract as much information from them as possible after apprehension.
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Photography was also applied as a means to get a clearer idea of the groups conceived by the respective governments, at a specific time, as major threats to public order. At the same time, photographing those offenders displayed the government's ability to identify and to fight them. It was intended as a measure to build confidence in the authority of the state. It was the alleged dan-gerousness of an offender which merited the application of photography. In a way, the portraits represent the criminal « elite » as the authorities perceived them according to the threat they were believed to pose to society 31 . Which groups of offenders were deemed dangerous changed with time and place. In Switzerland around 1850, vagrancy was seen as the problem which merited paramount attention. To some British prison officers, mobile (and Irish) offenders seemed especially dangerous and a force which undermined prison discipline.
14 The courts and prisons expressed an interest in the construction of a complete record for each offender. The idea of solving the problem with the camera was addressed by agencies whose responsibility it was to gather all the information on the criminal « career » of an accused person because it affected their decisions much more than the work of the police. For a judge, a complete record (first-time offender or recidivist ?) was the condition for a correct verdict, for the prison administration, the precondition for a prisoner's treatment. Photographic portraits were not a means of surveillance in the sense of a panopticon because the latter's main feature (in theory) was the possibility of controlling any prisoner at any time and to interfere immediately if an inmate behaved suspiciously. Another intended effect was to force prisoners to tell the truth about their criminal « career » and to deter them from committing crimes by the knowledge that photography was used to identify them, thus drawing on the popular belief about the power of photography to represent truth.
15 The reaction of prison administrations and courts up to the 1860s was not encouraging to the experimenters. To the English government, it seemed too impractical and expensive ; to the French government, it appeared unsuitable and perhaps contrary to law, and the prisons in Switzerland did not continue with the experiment. In general, photography was still too deeply embedded in bourgeois culture and not conceived of as a method to record, detect and apprehend villains. Hardly any police official from the 1840s to the late 1860s imagined photography as a tool to identify ordinary criminals or considered the collection of portraits as an adequate means of recording known offenders.
II. The police and photography 16 Well into the third quarter of the nineteenth century, detection and apprehension were deemed a local problem to be solved by the local police force. There was no need for large photographic files because many police officers were convinced they knew the criminal class (or criminal population) of their district, except the small minority of strangers and mobile offenders. Detection was not yet seen as a science ; it relied on the experience of responsible police officers. Friedrich Christian Benedict Ave-Lallemant, one of the bestknown advocates of police reform in Germany, only casually mentioned photography in his theoretical works. Although he referred briefly to portraits of unknown or wanted persons that appeared in police publications at the end of the 1850s, Ave-Lallemant did not conceive of photography as a means of detection or recording
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. Conversely, in a novel he published in 1867, photography featured only as a polite pastime of the elite and as a symbol of emotional attachment, thus reflecting a very « bourgeois » response to the Photography : a means of surveillance ? Judicial photography, 1850 to 1900
Crime, Histoire &amp; Sociétés / Crime, History &amp; Societies, Vol. 5, n°1 | 2009 medium 33 . The criminals as well as their hiding places and connections described in this novel were known to the authorities. In the mid-nineteenth century, the majority of policemen conceived of criminals as rather immobile or moving only locally, a concept of criminal behaviour which Ave-Lallemant's younger colleagues would challenge some decades later.
17 Around 1855/1860 a couple of German police publications began to publish lithographic images made from photographs of wanted or unidentified persons (who were not necessarily criminals) on the request of public prosecutors, judges or police officers 34 . To Ave-Lallemant, the majority of those pictures showed good-natured faces and provided no hints to corroborate physiognomic theories about the distinct features of criminals 35 . The criminal, he stressed, could be found everywhere and in every social class 36 . However publishing images was not common. Browsing through the volumes of the Hannoversches Polizeiblatt 37 reveals that pictures were rarely included ; always under ten per volume after this innovation had been introduced. The majority consisted of portraits of vagrants failing to present documents and/or suspected of having committed a more serious offence than they were initially apprehended for. Sometimes portraits were distributed as a preventive measure when a person labelled dangerous was about to be released from jail 38 . On this unsophisticated basis, the police in Paris, London and Berlin, collected photographs on a small scale 39 .
18 Up to the 1870s, not one of the great European police departments had a photographic studio or employed photographers regularly. And if they collected portraits, it was for various reasons, but not to establish systematic registers of criminals or to investigate the fabric of the « criminal class ». It was a measure pertaining to single cases and not the beginning of a collection of images intended to supplement existing records. It was usually the last resort to clarify the identity of a person.
19 Not even the political police made systematic use of photographs, although this branch of the police enjoyed much governmental support after 1848/1849 in continental Europe. The political offender did not threaten the health or goods of a single person or family, but -in the eyes of the governments -the whole public order. These people were not simply criminals, and a Karl Marx or a Giuseppe Mazzini had a bourgeois background socially equal to their prosecutors'. In 1855, the chief of the Prussian political police, Karl Ludwig von Hinckeldey, police president of Berlin, presented, at a secret conference in Karlsruhe, a set of eight photographs of'revolutionaries'to the members of the secret police association founded in 1851
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. There were possibly other occasions when photographic (or lithographic) portraits of political offenders were circulated to ensure detection if any of them entered a German state. Three years later, in 1858, the political police of the kingdom of Württemberg -member of the police association -organised a large-scale (albeit unsuccessful) search for Guiseppe Mazzini, supported by the distribution of recent photographic portraits of the Italian revolutionary 41 . 20 To the political police and the police fighting « normal » crime, photographs provided an instrument of detection according to the relative importance of the wanted person. Detection was not yet conceived of as a scientific process. In general, the photographic portrait was deemed unnecessary ; there were no second thoughts about building up a photographic register of political or other offenders, nor did anybody see problems in identifying persons by photography. These were ad hoc, unsystematic measures, which relied on the universal belief that photographic portraits were the best representations one could possibly obtain of a person. There was no consistent rule as to which cases Photography : a means of surveillance ? Judicial photography, 1850 to 1900
Crime, Histoire &amp; Sociétés / Crime, History &amp; Societies, Vol. 5, n°1 | 2009 merited a search aided by photography but one : it was applied when the police were at the end of their wits and was, therefore, more a sign of their failure than of their power.
21 This was to change in the 1870s. Developments in photography, society and policing were responsible for this change. The general discourse on photography altered. Photography became more reliable and simple, and began to provide a general means of recording and representation for every conceivable need. Portrait photography grew into a more sophisticated practice, on the one hand, and, on the other, more people could afford it, thus shifting the function of social distinction towards price, style and the format of the images. Also, by the 1870s, the fear of confounding representative portraits with « scientific » portraits had vanished.
22 Photographing offenders became a more common practice of the criminal police and of prisons. The organisation and aims of the police in general were restructured, culminating in the establishment of independent criminal police departments in the greater cities. The most important aims of these new departments were the prevention of crime and detection of criminals by scientific means and professional methods. In adopting such goals, they concentrated on the habitual criminal and felt confronted with more mobile and unknown offenders than ever before ; every individual offender merited closer attention. But there were no outlines of a theory of criminal photography ; these became visible only in the 1890s. A system borrowed from anthropology 42 was slowly, but not universally adopted : the unretouched portrait, en face and en profile, developed in the 1870s 43 . . The number of successful identifications was relatively small, in general, the normal rate being between one and five per submitted collection 46 . Altogether, the data was not conclusive. And even less so because there were no comparable figures of successful identifications by nonphotographic means. Still the most common method of recognising habitual offenders in London (and Paris as well) was to send police officers to the prisons to check whether there were any known offenders among the newly imprisoned Rochefort and Toulon that they photograph every offender sentenced by maritime courts to more than six month imprisonment, thus ensuring the identification of the person if he appeared again before a maritime court 51 . The Minister, Vice Admiral Pothuau, added that the photographs should be filed with the court records, a copy of which should be sent to the archives of the Ministry. The Ministry of War immediately adopted the proposal for the army. In March 1872 the director of the prison administration addressed the Ministry of the Interior about whether this scheme could not be extended to civilians sentenced for « insurrection ». Contrary to the 1850s and 1860s, the scheme was adopted. The immediate experience of the Commune had paved the way for a photographic register of « dangerous » political offenders
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. The wish to restore public order ushered in the camera as an instrument to record those who were apprehended for taking part in the insurrection. Following the proposals mentioned above, and triggered by the traumatic experience of the Commune, the Préfecture de Police in Paris established a photographic register in 1874. From that time, every person sentenced had to be photographed and the image sent to the Préfecture de Police. However, the plan seems to have been scaled down after a couple of years : the report on the Service Judiciaire for the year 1879/1880 gave a specification, limiting the practice to those offenders who had committed serious crimes or had ignored banishment 53 . However, in eight years, more than 75 000 portraits amounted to a cumbersome and unmanageable collection 54 . In England, as already shown, a similar plan was scaled down after some years of experience with the Habitual Criminals Register.
25 Just a couple of years after London and Paris, in 1876, the criminal police of Berlin began to collect photographs systematically classified by crime. One year later, the collection consisted of nine albums with 764 portraits, which was only a fraction of the people apprehended or sentenced. In one year, from 1878 to 187& more than 4 000 people had been in the custody of the criminal police, but the album had only grown from 1 104 to 1 653 portraits. A mere 13 % of all apprehended criminals had been photographed and their images filed 55 . It seems that the criminal police of Berlin initially avoided the mistakes made in Paris and London, and kept the number of records as low as possible, but this only delayed the collapse of the system. The political police followed suit ; backed by the law against social democrats of 1878, they gathered a huge collection of portraits of persons suspected of political offences 56 .
26 By the early 1870s, the police forces of Paris and London had gained responsibility for national photographic collections of offenders, collections which had originated with the penal system. In comparison, the system introduced in Berlin probably originated with the police itself. Still, this shift of authority from prison to police is remarkable. The concept of the habitual criminal contributed to the growing importance of the police and prompted the administration to refine the system of registration and identification now under the auspices of the (criminal) police. Portrait photographs provided a means of recording and detection in tune with emerging modern methods of policing. They supplemented the practice of description with a technical aid. A photograph was conceived of as a recorded appearance. The rogues'galleries functioned on the basis of a re-enactment of a face-to-face encounter between witness/victim and suspect/offender. It was natural, then, to classify the images by crime, as it was natural to take pictures according to the practice of commercial photographers to which the public was accustomed. . The absence of a discourse on criminal photography in the years between 1860 and 1880 speaks of an unsophisticated use of photography. Furthermore, as the French example showed, there were only very faint links between the photographic and the judicial discourse. The police's approach was still guided by popular notions about photography and by the practical gaze 59 representing the experience of daily police work.
28 By the mid 1870s, files of photographs had been established in most criminal police departments in the great European cities. Usually a commercial photographer was commissioned to take the pictures 60 , and they were produced in the average style of contemporary portrait photography. The decision as to who was to be photographed followed a simple principle : the alleged dangerousness of an offender, as defined by various acts or orders. But as the label » dangerous » changed and was, in any case, inaccurate ; this principle was not more than a rule of thumb. This system focused attention on habitual criminals or on criminals suspected of becoming habitual. In theory, nobody apprehended for petty, familial, religious and political offences should be photographed 61 . 29 Many police forces published the number of persons photographed in their annual reports, thus evoking the idea of efficiency. The figures offered an image of diligence and zeal in view of investigating the phenomenon and dimensions of crime. It was a measure designed to build confidence in the ability of the criminal police to fight crime by legitimate means and it helped enhance the reputation of the criminal police which, in France for example, was not good 62 , and in Britain had yet to be built up.
III. The 1890s : a watershed ?
30 After a few years of collecting, it became obvious that simply amassing photographs was useless after a certain number of images had been accumulated. New systems of classification and cross-referencing were necessary to render the records useful. The rogues'galleries had already grown out of proportion in the early 1880s, even though the practice concentrated on certain groups of offenders, thus corroborating fears of an everincreasing class of habitual criminals. The classification of the collections by crime served only one special need, but was useless as a general system of identification. In a report on the budget of the Prefecture de Police in Paris, the author claimed that the whole photographic service had -as of 1883 -not yielded any practical result at all 63 . Practical results would have amounted to a discernible increase in detections and identifications. Instead, there were none at all or, at least, there was no affirmative proof for this. What, then, to pinpoint the argument, were the collections good for in practical detective work, apart from the occasional identification obtained by leafing through the albums ?
31 It became clear that the whole range of knowledge that the police had gathered was insufficiently structured and correlated. In short, it did not match professional and . Judicial photography, as Bertillon termed it, took its pattern from anthropological theories and was far removed from the type of photography that contemporaries were familiar with (Fig. 2 ). Bertillon's innovation marked a new approach towards « police photography », which combined scientific and practical experience. From that moment on, the anthropometric system, with the use of photographs, was seen as a universal system of recording and identification. The third international congress of criminal anthropologists, held in Brussels in 1892, recommended its general introduction 65 .
32 Now, for the first time, the merits of photography were broadly discussed by criminologists and police officers. There was a debate on if and how photography should be integrated into the new, scientific mode of policing. The PhotographischeMitteilungen reported in 1890 that photography had lost most of its importance since the introduction of the anthropometric system 66 . The criticism of the practice in France quoted above corroborates this view. Otto Messerer, a physician working for the Landgericht (district court) in Munich, recommended in 1891, in a review of Bertillon's anthropometric system, the abolition of the « deceptive and expensive » photographic portraits altogether. He claimed that all the hopes of identifying recidivists by means of photographic registration had been in vain 67 . However, other authors stuck to a positive view of the service that photography offered to the police. Franz v. Liszt, the influential professor of law, acknowledged the problem of classification, but had a good opinion of photographic portraits as a means of identification. . He saw it as a supplement to his system of identification and gave clear advice on how such images should be taken and how they should be classified. Still, before and after the Bertillonage and the general introduction of fingerprinting 70 , standard photographic portraits remained an important instrument of detection and identification. Identification and the taking of photographic portraits became up-to-date, sophisticated, scientifically based, and standardised tools of policing. Rapidly many police forces in Europe and the Americas adopted the system. Communication between police forces, courts and prisons was improved, it was claimed, even on an international level. According to some criminologists, such as R. A. Reiss, professor of police science at Lausanne, and police officers, the mobile, international criminal especially demanded the standardisation of identification methods
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. The most urgent problem, it seems, was no longer the habitual criminal alone, but the professional, travelling criminal. Ludwig Gruber, attorney in Budapest, believed that the anthropometric system and photography together would deter criminals from entering the countries in which these had been introduced. He claimed that English pickpockets, who were operating internationally were driven away from France for that reason 72 ( Fig. 3 -in the caption it was presumed that these pickpockets belonged to the « international crooks »). . After he was promoted president of the police in Hamburg, he published his seminal work, Großstadtpolizei, stressing the use of photography and relying on Bertillon and his own experience. He urged the photographing of criminals as often as possible because, he claimed, their way of life changed their features rapidly 74 . In popular accounts, the idea of photography as representative of « truth » remained unchallenged, even though it was known how easy it was to deceive the camera by clothing, retouching, and facial expression. There was no question about the use and reliability of portrait photographs in detecting or tracing somebody, although the contemporary model detective in fiction, Sherlock Holmes, had no photographic file at Baker Street. Usually he identified criminals through other traces and by his extraordinary powers of deduction. To the public and to normal detectives not blessed with Holmes'abilities, photography represented professional and sophisticated police work.
34 Most advocates of criminal police photography emphasised that the images should always be taken strictly according to Bertillon's rules and should not resemble a portrait produced by a commercial photographer. This was a move away from the common practice of photography. Bertillon had insisted that a portrait for police purposes had to be very different from the products of commercial photographers in style, pose, format, focusing, and exposure. In short, a scientific and police point of view should guide the photographer working for the police 75 . Professional police photographs demanded a good deal of training for the person producing them and the police officer using them. Consequently, the first proper police photographers were employed in the 1890s. In addition, the police officer in the large city could no longer rely on his own experience alone ; he had to accommodate the new system of knowledge and had to supply his information in a way that could be integrated into the different files.
35 However, in police publications, on wanted posters, and for the aim of detection, standard portrait photographs, taken by commercial photographers, remained in use (Fig. 4) 76 . Equally, popular notions about photography among police officers were not obscured by criminological theories. As proof of criminological theories about the appearance of habitual criminals, photographs were ambiguous, as already shown regarding Lombroso and Galton. Most criminologists, however, did not use portraits as evidence or arguments for their theoretical approaches. To some observers, they evoked doubts about the validity of those theories or were even proof to the contrary. To policemen, photography was, by the 1890s, an instrument they were used to. Even after the Bertillonage was replaced by fingerprinting, photographic portraits taken according to Bertillon's rules remained in use. It was still considered to be a useful supplement to personal files, a measure to build confidence, a symbol of efficiency and professionalism. In practice, most police officers would not give up any technological aid they had, even if this aid was more a symbol of a systematic approach to investigating crime and criminals and a means to create an image of efficacy. When the British Home Office ordered the cessation of the Bertillonage and the introduction of fingerprints, the Chief Constable of the Staffordshire County Police wrote to the Home Office on 7 October 1902 asking if it is intended that application is no longer to be made for the photographs of prisoners. « He went on :'in the majority of cases, I find the photographs are more necessary for local purposes than the thumbmarks 77 ». The Home Office had to confirm that photographs could still be obtained from the prisons, but that it was no longer necessary to send photographs to Scotland Yard for the purpose of identification. This indicates that photographs were considered to be a practical aid for detection in a narrow sense and not seen as a means of identification.
37 Furthermore, the ceremony of photographing a criminal became part of the penalty ; a part of the symbolic practices used to subject an apprehended person 78 . In 1906, this was regarded as a stigma by German Social Democrats who challenged § 23 of the new copyright law, which -for the first time (!) -allowed the police to photograph apprehended people. During the Reichstag debates, they unsuccessfully urged that persons arrested for political reasons should not be subjected to the police photographer because they were not « criminals, vagrants, rascals », for which this treatment was deemed absolutely appropriate, as the SPD member, Fischer, argued
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. Nothing could better illustrate how the response to judicial photography had changed, on the one hand, yet it still evoked uneasiness whenever its application exceeded accepted limits (corroborating the identity of or detecting an offender), on the other. Photographs confirmed a person's status as a criminal, but should not be taken to « make » somebody a criminal. It should also be kept in mind that, for the working classes around 1900, access to photography as a commodity was a recently acquired asset.
38 « Police photography » was not a homogenous practice. Neither did it depend exclusively on criminological theories. There always remained a strong element of conventional interpretation of photographic images. Police photography served different needs at different times. First, it was an experiment to record offenders and to gather knowledge on « dangerous » or formerly unknown types of offenders. In the hands of the criminal police, it was a symbol of professionalism and efficiency, but still reserved for the dangerous cases, although the definition of who was a major threat to society from the policemen's point of view changed. Even after 1870, when the practice of setting up photographic registers became more common, they could not serve to identify a criminal class or habitual criminal because, before long, the files consisted of tens of thousands of pictures, undermining any attempt to get a clear picture of this « class ». The increase of files suggested an increase in habitual offenders, which in turn called for intensified policing. After 1890, the search for distinctive « criminal » features in the complexion of criminals became less important. Instead, the way a person was photographed referred to his or her status. To be photographed according to Bertillon's rules (unretouched, plain portrait en face and en profile) immediately allowed the interpretation of somebody as a criminal, no matter how he or she looked. Although there are structural similarities between the application of photography at prisons, asylums and hospitals, the motives for application were different, and there was rarely any connection between these fields. The photographic discourse remained powerful for the interpretation of portraits within the police and superseded any medical or anthropological influences. The police's use of photographic portraits relates strongly to changing attitudes about detection and strategies of fighting crime. As a symbol of modern, scientific, legal, and professional police work, the camera was important. The introduction of « police photography » indicates a shift in the detective's approach to his job, merging everyday experience with scientific theories. Though the organisation of the police was modernised and professionalised in the 1870s, the reluctance to use photography as a means of detection indicates how little everyday police work was influenced by scientific methods at this time. The way rogues'galleries were used in the first years has more in common with browsing through a family album than with sophisticated attempts to track down an alleged offender. Only at the end of the nineteenth century, after Bertillon's innovation and the rise of criminology, did the practice become connected to a general system of recording individuals. As a tool of « scientific » investigation into the fabric of the criminal class or anthropological distinctness of criminals, photographs were highly ambiguous. As a means of control they were double-edged, recording a momentary success but not guaranteeing identification in the future, and in many cases, simply proving a person's successful evasion of the agencies of law enforcement. Sekula (1989) ; Tagg (1988) .
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ABSTRACTS
The history of police photography is commonly believed to begin in the 1850s when the first portraits of prisoners were taken. A close relationship between medical, anthropological and judicial photography is assumed. The investigation of the photographic practices in the prison and at the police reveals that the general discourse on photography was far more important for 
